Benefits for Suppliers

Centralized Purchasing
One point of contact for procurement support and contract negotiating for Hartford HealthCare.

Terms and Conditions
One Hartford HealthCare terms and conditions instead of multiple terms and conditions.

GHX EDI/850 & 855 Solutions (electronic Purchase Order & Purchase Order Acknowledgements)
Increasing volume of orders through GHX from 15 suppliers to 300 suppliers. This means increase of electronic orders as well as a centralized tool for confirmations. Utilizing more suppliers with 850 and 855 reports. Decreased order error because of manual input or illegible faxes.

GHX EDI/810 Solutions (electronic Invoice)
Increased volumes of EDI/810 invoices will help drive efficiencies and cost savings, and is environmentally friendly.

Invoice Receipt & Handling
Centralized processes for invoice receipt and handling will help reduce lost/delayed invoices, improving customer relations.

OCR-based Data Capture
Scanning and intelligent data capture will increase invoice data accuracy and eliminate costly manual errors.

AP Automation
Streamlined automated AP processing enables real time insight into the status of invoices for suppliers.

Payment Methods
Faster, preferred electronic payment methods will improve payment turnaround time, ensuring prompt or early payment to Suppliers.